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Instruments. Planned by Kano and Takashi Hirano, Instruments was

created to be less erratic and chaotic than the previous games. Their
main abilities are to measure and determine the damage of the

opponent. They are not standard character skills, rather a means to
an end, the end being victory. The gameplay of this game is similar
to that of its predecessor, Ultra Endurance. The game is played on a
four-lane closed track in which the player can cause traffic jams by

pushing trucks into the opponent's lane. The champion can only drive
vehicles and its only goal is to pass the opponent's vehicles. If the

champion stays in the lead for the entire game, the player wins the
title and must face the boss. After passing the opponent's vehicles

and reaching the finish line, the player moves onto the next track in
which the leading champion must repeat the process. If the champion

loses, a new leader is generated, and gameplay continues in this
manner until the end of the game. When playing this game, the

player's only control option is to make the opponent lose. The player
can take over the cars or trucks of their opponent when they are

close enough and the player can also drive close to the opponent to
destroy their vehicles. The game also takes place in real-time and the
player can choose to play with either AI settings (Random or Custom)

or with the player's choice of AI selection (Easy, Normal, Hard, or
Very Hard). The difficulty of this game can be adjusted at any time by
the player. The player can take over the opponent's cars or trucks to
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lead for a short time. This allows the player to challenge their
opponents. When the player is not in control of a vehicle, their

vehicle is controlled automatically. The player can select the lanes of
play, but cannot influence the traffic they encounter. The maximum

number of vehicles that can be driven or controlled
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